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A Unique Opportunity
Insperanto is thrilled to introduce an exceptional opportunity tailored for
Australian organizations active in the regenerative medicine sector. Through our
collaboration with CCRM Australia, we are extending substantial financial support
to help alleviate patenting costs and bolster Australia's regenerative medicine
and advanced therapies sector.

Insperanto, a globally recognised patent foreign filing and translation service
provider, has established the ground-breaking Insperanto Innovation Fund
dedicated to providing financial support to select Australian organisations.
Regardless of their affiliation with the CCRM Australia Partner Network, eligible
Australian organisations can benefit from grants to fortify their intellectual
property portfolios and foster innovation, while significantly reducing the financial
burden of patent drafting and prosecution.

In summary, Insperanto offers grants to cover up to 50% of all patent attorney
drafting fees for each new patent application filed (in collaboration with an
agreed Insperanto Partner Counsel). 

With a network of over 500 global Partner Counsels to choose from, Insperanto
ensures widespread accessibility and support for Australian organisations in the
regenerative medicine sector. Insperanto does not require any equity, rights or
ownership in return for the Grant, and the money does not need to be repaid.

To explore this opportunity further and to inquire about the amount of grant you
may be eligible to potentially receive, please fill in a short online application form  
or contact us at innovation@insperanto.com.
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MORE ABOUT INSPERANTO

What People Say

Excite International is very pleased to collaborate with
Insperanto for the purpose of funding tech companies in
the health sector to scale their patent portfolio.
Insperanto’s funding helps our tech companies increase
the value of their company and IP.

I would like to share a “science fiction” story. One day I
met Karen Sealine and she offered us a grant to cover
50% of MICA’s next patent submission. I thought that I
had misheard her, but after a short meeting with her and
her partners, I understood the logic behind the business
model. To make a long story short, we are on our way to
patent #3 with a great strategy in place, prepared by The
Reinhold Cohn Group and financed 50% by Insperanto!
Thanks to the grant we received from Insperanto, we now
have available funds for more R&D which will put us
ahead of the game in record time.

Receiving support from the Insperanto Innovation Fund
was a smooth and transparent process. Karen was our
main contact point, and I was always impressed by her
fast communication, always within 24 hours! The transfer
of funds was made promptly, after just a few days of
submitting the invoices. I honestly look forward to working
with Karen and Insperanto again in the future.

Insperanto's support not only helped us at an early stage
to develop our IP strategy, their generous funding also
helped us execute on that strategy. We recommend
working with Insperanto to help navigate the complexities
of global IP protection.

LIOR WAYN MICA MEDICAL
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